
Mailing List Website now offering lists for
businesses wishing to expand in North
America to Canadian consumers markets

Canada Business - Get New Customers Today

Canada Mail Order Buyers

North America business can now expand

beyond the United States. Sprint Data Solutions

Canada lifestyle consumer database is making

consumer marketing a breeze.

LAS VEGAS, NV, UNITED STATES, January 10,

2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Sprint Data

Solutions Worldwide Marketing is here to

help businesses ready to go international

and expand business outside of the US

market. There are business postal mailing

lists for enterprises better equipped to go

the B2B route and offer products or services

to other corporations.

However, for those companies that interact

with the general public directly, consumer

postal mailing lists are widely available that

suit a huge range of different marketing,

product, and service needs. Sprint Data

Solutions Worldwide Marketing aims to

break down marketing needs according to

the metrics and demographics businesses

are looking for.

How Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide

Marketing Got Its Start

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing

is a 100% wholly American-owned and operated business with a disabled veteran as the

founder. Having performed the patriotic duty to protect the country, the step after that was to

help the country’s economy grow by aiding its businesses. There is now a staff with over 50 years

of combined industry experience in marketing to help clients.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://SprintDataSolutons.Com
https://SprintDataSolutons.Com


Red Hot Sales Lead for Canada

Canada Mail Order Buyers Mailing List

Canada Lifestyle Buyers Mailing List

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide

Marketing first began operations in an

earlier, not-yet-digital era, when analog

processes like direct mail marketing

still dominated the industry. However,

that early, pre-digital experience would

prove crucial in conveying lessons that

easily translated to results in the digital

space as digital marketing finally came

into its own. The early success in the

physical and analog markets turned

into an effective transition to digital

marketing techniques that only served

to solidify the growth and success of

the company as new market

opportunities and practices emerged.

Today, Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide

Marketing has expanded its operating

range from humble beginnings, serving

only its hometown of Las Vegas,

Nevada. The entire United States,

including Alaska and Hawaii, enjoy

marketing coverage. And of course, for

those businesses that are ready to

grow beyond the US border, there are

now services available both across the

ocean, in countries like France, as well

as for those that want to break into the

business in other North American

nations such as Mexico and, of course,

Canada.

A Similar Market

Canada enjoys a unique relationship

with the United States that almost no

other country shares with its

neighbors. The border between the

two nations is the longest undefended border in the world due to the mutual, neighborly trust

that the two countries share. However, perhaps more important from a business perspective is

that the two countries share the same language, sensibility, and even cultural values despite

being nations independent of each other. This makes the Canadian market viable for American

businesses as their own domestic territories.



In particular, this means that the huge lifestyle market of the United States is compatible with

those across the border, and Canada lifestyle consumer marketing lists can be adapted to the

needs of American businesses with little in the way of adjustment and adaptation. Language and

cultural considerations may be issues with attempting to expand into other markets in other

countries. This is rarely an issue in the Canadian market, except for marketing efforts targeted

specifically at the French-Canadian demographic.

Crossing Existing Bridges

Fortunately, because Canada is a “mainland” nation on the same continent, much of the

infrastructure required for business, including distribution channels, is already in place and well-

established. For companies wishing to expand into Canada, especially those interested in

breaking into Canada lifestyle consumer marketing arenas, there are even familiar brand names

with an existing presence, such as Walmart and Amazon, that make it possible for businesses to

approach a new market under a familiar face.

Suitable For A Large Range

As with the American market, the Canada lifestyle consumer market covers many different

products and services. Everything from fitness to dieting, recreation to academics, self-

improvement, to even cannabis products, due to Federal legalization of the substance, is

available to tap into.

American companies need to do what they would if they were trying to break into a new state or

region of a state for expanding business and sales. Find out where the need for the product is

greatest by identifying which markets want the product and where they are located. The rest

follows from this essential research.

Databases For Canadian Demographics

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing has Canadian lifestyle consumer marketing lists to

meet the needs of a diverse range of business interests. As with the United States, the Canadian

lifestyle demographic is wide-ranging, comprising different genders, age groups, ethnicities,

religious affiliations, income levels, hobbies, and other interests.

This means as it does with any effective, strategic marketing strategy, that businesses should

identify which demographics resonate with or need the products offered and then target them

specifically. It makes for a much higher response rate and generates greater leads for sales and

further development of consumer data. Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing had the

Canadian lifestyle consumer marketing lists to meet different demographic criteria. And of

course, there are geographical breakdowns and contact details in any format required, from

physical mailing addresses to email addresses to telephone numbers and even cellular numbers

for text-based/SMS messaging.

For those who want to create their own direct mail marketing campaign but are unsure how to

https://sprintdatasolutions.com/consumer-postal-mailing-list/
https://www.canadamailinglist.com/


start, turnkey direct mail solutions guide clients through all stages. This one-stop-shop solution

takes clients through the conception phase, the design phase, the actual printing of the

materials, and, of course, distribution without needing additional help or vendors.

If you want access to Canadian consumer lifestyle marketing lists, contact Sprint Data Solutions

Worldwide Marketing. It’s a fast, effective way to get the results you want for increasing your

sales. When you work with us, you’re supporting an American company owned and operated by

a disabled veteran.

Patrick Trump

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing

+1 702-472-8668
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